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Swans are very beautiful. The have many interesting qualities including being
monogamous. One of the most famous pictures of a swan is the one by the great
master artist Audubon. Notice the use of atmospheric perspective in the
background of the picture. There are three values of the color blue in the sky. Do
you notice that the water is darker in the foreground of the picture?

In the next picture you see a lot of contrast. The white of the swan is contrasted
to the dark of the sky. Do you see the diagonal lines? Diagonal lines in art show
movement.

The name of the picture is “A Water Spaniel Attacking a Swan on its Nest,” done
in 1740 by Jacques Charles. Practice drawing a swan by doing a light sketch to
mark your space. Then add shading, shadow and texture to make it look real.

Arkady Rylov, Russian artist, did this wonderful swan picture in 1918 called “In the
Blue Expanse.” This is a perfect picture to recognize how artists use atmospheric
perspective to create depth in a painting. The sky is noticeably darker at the top
of the sky and lighter at the horizon line. Do you see how the water is darker in
the front and gets lighter towards the horizon line? How many swans do you see
in the picture?

In music, we can look at the wonderful ballet that depicts swans in art, “Swan
Lake.” Go to the following videos of the beautiful ballet “Swan Lake.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQ7ztMH_8yk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHbPgOahr2I
Below is the beautiful ballerina Anna Pavlova in “The Dying Swan.” Ballet is a type
of performance dance that originated in the Italian Renaissance. It later
developed into a concert dance form in France and Russia.

Draw the ballerina above. Draw her lightly in pencil first and then modify it. Be sure and keep the head
in proportion to the body.

A adult person is 7 to 8 times the size of their head. The younger they are, the
head is larger in proportion to the body. Study the next picture on drawing
athletes in action. Then copy one of the master art ballerinas that are dancing.

Do you think a ballerina is an artist? The picture below is Impressionistic. Look up
Impressionism.

The picture above is by the master artist Degas. The following picture below is “At
the Bar” by Pierre Carrier-Belleuse created in 1887.

Can you imagine if this hippo was a ballerina? Go to the site below and see an
animated ballerina hippo dancing to “Swan
Lake.”https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEjPDS8Jp1E
How to draw a hippo: http://www.howtodrawanimals.net/how-to-draw-a-hippo
Here is a picture of a real hippo called Jessica the Hippo.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEjPDS8Jp1E

Swans in Literature
Read the poem below twice. What do you think Yeats is communicating about
swans? Circle the ending lines that rhyme. The rhyme scheme in each stanza is
ABCBDD. A scholar suggested that the poem reflects the poet's search for a
lasting beauty in a changing world where beauty is mortal and temporary. Do you
agree? What is your favorite part of the poem? Can you do a picture of it?
BY W ILLIAM BUTLER YEATS 1865–1939

'The trees are in their autumn beauty,
The woodland paths are dry,
Under the October twilight the water
Mirrors a still sky;
Upon the brimming water among the stones
Are nine-and-fifty swans.
The nineteenth autumn has come upon me
Since I first made my count;
I saw, before I had well finished,
All suddenly mount
And scatter wheeling in great broken rings
Upon their clamorous wings.
I have looked upon those brilliant creatures,
And now my heart is sore.
All's changed since I, hearing at twilight,
The first time on this shore,
The bell-beat of their wings above my head,
Trod with a lighter tread.

Unwearied still, lover by lover,
They paddle in the cold
Companionable streams or climb the air;
Their hearts have not grown old;
Passion or conquest, wander where they will,
Attend upon them still.
But now they drift on the still water,
Mysterious, beautiful;
Among what rushes will they build,
By what lake's edge or pool
Delight men's eyes when I awake some day
To find they have flown away.

Go to this website and read The Ugly Duckling by Hans Christian Anderson:
http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Fairy_tales_of_Andersen_(Paull)/The_Ugly_Duckling
It is one of the most famous stories in children’s literature. The baby swan starts out
very ugly and becomes beautiful. Look at the simple directions following to draw a
swan. Younger children can excel at this drawing. Talk about words rhyming with
swan.

To see Disney’s 1939 version animated go to:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJs9QC-9oXI

If you enjoyed this lesson, you can sign up for a weekly lesson that combines art,
music and literature starting March 1, 2015. The lessons are geared to visual and
kinesthetic learners. Each lesson will have a topic that allows students to learn
art technique and vocabulary, music, and literature. Students need art supplies
including card stock paper, watercolor paints, brushes, pencil and charcoal,
markers and colored pencils for each lesson. Go to visualmanna.com for more
information. You can also email me at visualmanna@gmail.com.

